


PROLOGUE

Forward

Another day, another walk
To a familiar place, a familiar chore
Getting water, but getting stares,

Braving the whispers, holding back the tears
Judged on the outside, suffering on the inside

This dark overbearing shadow, her real companion,
Not the five or so “husbands”, her fetish and illusion…

Yet she gathers courage, she goes forward…

Forward for a moment, hoping for something different
This man who asks her questions, what are his intentions

Asking for water, yeah right…
No man asks her for water, 
she can see their thoughts,

“Savor her, play her, use her, devour her!”
asking for water, yeah right…

and still she cannot help it, she goes forward, 
because she cannot read His thoughts

He confuses her, as He offers her 
What she thought, he was asking from her

She shudders, as He promises her
What others told her, but only fooled her

Will she know laughter again in her old scarred life?
To drink this water and know freedom, freedom…

…from strife, 
…from religion, 

…from lies, 
…from shame,
…from herself

What will she do?
Six times a fool, 

What can one more time do?
She takes the plunge,

She goes forward,
Oh so free, so free



…from strife, 
…from religion, 

…from lies, 
…from shame,
…from herself

…and yet to be herself

and now she goes forward,
back through the shame, bravely through the pain

to take others forward, to show them a man,
her man who had different thoughts about her
“Save her, heal her, empower her, love her!”

and now through the ages, 
more women become courageous…to believe something so 
outrageous…that to trust Him can be so advantageous… to 

experience a love so audacious…
and we owe them so much… 

because they dared go forward 
to show us the way 

despite their pain and their shame
despite their doubts and their struggles

like Janberry going forward
like a warrior in her finest hour

destroying darkness with His armour
giving us hope for our future

that despite what the shadows have done… to me and to you
that maybe… just maybe…

we can go forward too.
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i am janberry

dropped from the night...
morphed in the light

new appetite for the WORD
from the beginning the son 

knew he’d become flesh in due season
to free us for his purpose

with fodder for the righteous
disciples believing the scroll
living in and not of this world
I hanging from the tree of life
I overcome all unseen strife

as a fruit of the real vine
reborn in the Divine

I’m set free
I am janberry...
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The how why what where when of 

serving Christ..



what if

what if there were no doctors, laboratories or hospitals... What 
if there were no periodicals or journals.... what if there were no 
buses or trains, minivans or airplanes.. what if there was no way 

to get from jamaica to spain...  what if we released our pain 
and grew accustomed to freefall... what if we got over all our 

obstacles.. what if there were no oracles...’cause there were no 
sentences, what if we didn’t know verbs, adjectives or tenses... 
what if the sun was smaller than the moon so it got dark around 
noon... what if you let your mind fill up like a hot air balloon and 
float high and free ..what if we let God be... what if we let go.. 

what if there was no fat lady to end the show ‘cause everyone ate 
well...what if hot gossip didn’t sell cause everyone bought into 

themselves.. it’s time to quote ourselves.. What about that? Yea... 
What about that?

If we are everyhere.. 
trying to get somewhere... 

knocking on nowhere...
Would Jah still be there? YEA!

what if imagination was our only stimulation without 30-second 
breaks for commercial fascination... what if God had no name, 

no fame and no history... would He still talk to us.. would he still 
show us his glory? what if you turned back and white had faded 
to black.. what if in the next blink, the ink had turned fiction to 

fact...  What about that?... Yea...What about that?

If we are everyhere.. 
trying to get somewhere... 

knocking on nowhere...
Would Jah still be there? YEA!

Jah will be there...
He was there..

He will be there.. when we get there..
He is here...
He is near...
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silly unformed question

Why?
Because if there’s no reason for me to feel so free in this bondage 
then half mad is an acceptable label.. Wholly mad would be those 
who have gone before me and almost told whole truths in place 
of half fables..but what always always and never almost but fully 

amazes me is your presence. 
Could I be mistaken?

Could I be asking the wrong question?
maybe in this existence that I profess

daily to know less
is a summary of experiential insomnia and I’ve been drifting in 

and out of a dreamy euphoria..
Blah..blah..poetic...no, this beauty simply cannot be purely 

esoteric..I don’t know that I’ll ever capture in creative, imaginative 
or even figurative my commutated pejorative for you. I wouldn’t 
dare try disengage my mind even when it is mid-lust, full-thrust 
going in the opposite direction of you if I thought for a moment 

you could not spare me the time spent to give me a reason. I 
always get one - it’s all around - I see it reflected on the white 
stripes of my jail clothes...behind a cross-hatched fence given 

honorable dispense to flee from irreverent and unstable classism, 
racism, narcissism, elitism and all other chasms of depravity 
including religiosity...to borrow a word from another -ism, I 

opt for ‘livity’ in the bondage..slavery never felt so deep down 
good...sweet song...mellow mood...clean wet hair on a Sunday 
afternoon...flowers bloom...moon move...these syllables shake, 

groove and ponder..they wail off my tongue in a daze..a gaze...a 
wonder..I wouldn’t bother to praise if for the duration of my 

trivial oblivion I am not still amazed by everything..even my silly 
unformed question  Why?
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for whom?

In quietness and trust is my rest
lest I kick 

punch and scream
against whom?

a Holy Spirit
already working so wonderously

through signs, visions and dreams
against whom?

a mighty God who could
do

more than my ‘should’s’ imagine
so why would

I keep
giving him

the sky as a limit
when He is God of a universe...

but for whom?
even those who he has yet neither called nor groomed

He still Is
He still will be

and He will come

against whom?
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Divinity in Humanity



hurt of a child introvert

Oh how I wish I were a child again
where windows 

blooming like flowers 
attracting an eye

would make me peer at the sky and beam with pleasure
rain...

I could curl into a corner and read again
and listen to the rain...

Sun had tarnished all the flower pots
their clay orange color growing ever more red hot red

I stared at them and chatted with the voices
only, if only in my head
and as a child introvert

I drew questions of dementia
but at least I got the so desired attention
even if it was only when I changed houses

I still wish I was a child again
I’d run to the arms of my caring friend.. 

the jaunts of my imagination and my pen
and of course the voices
indulging me in the end

as the means were violent...fearful 
too scared to be tearful
as the child introvert...

and at 24, an adult of sorts... 
after all the battles I’d fought

I met my father...
I wish I’d known him all those years...

when I’d choke on the words to describe my fears
which having none of them to use

and nobody to tell of my abuse
I’d write

I’d hurt as the child introvert
and just as a doting father

looks and searches for an uncradled daughter
he found me...



..dying 
and caved into myself from years of postponed crying

and he started a work
in this child.. introvert
and I’m more his now

than I ever will be
and each labor of love increases my loyalty

because people disappoint
but I still try to love them
but my father, O Daddy...
each moment he mends

the heart of this child introvert...
my Daddy loves away all my hurts...
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The divinity of me in you...

..when I don’t have the nerve to look in the mirror
and I don’t have the energy to discover your favor

your voice vibrates and ripples from my core...”forevermore”..
Forevermore..?

How could you love? How?.. and why would I want to...?
I don’t love myself..

am to weak and disturbed to try to speak to you...
and even as I roll around in self-pity

you never press my head into my shame
but I feel your ear pressed to my heart

waiting for me to call your name
I almost don’t want to need you

because I think to my self..
“Self..is this love true?”

Unconditional..even when I’m all flesh..
and all emotional

“your strength is perfect..
perfect in my weakness”

I’ve read this but still don’t lean entirely on your goodness..
I suppose it’ll take a lifetime but I wish it could be sooner

Victoriously you lead a procession of chained spiritual rulers
straight into the darkest deepest torture of eternity

Help me Lord because I need to really see you as having lived just 
like me...

To acknowledge that even in humanity you had the full content of 
divinity..

and there is nothing I lack..
because I came back as a new me...

never to raise the old me...
give me the courage to live out your divinity because I want to be 

in you..yes Lord..even in my humanity...
and it’s not being done...it’s done already...
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the crack

frailty actually feels like cracks in concrete
roses don’t grow

no
you only see it up close

and even then you’d have to use a ruler to estimate that my smile 
is a bit crooked

enthusiasm bubbling above disappointment
at 27 and alone

i’m buried in a bit of disenchantment...i think it’d be better if i did 
not harbor this..

though instead of the crack, i’d be the gray surrounding it...
but at least i’d know what to expect...

since i can’t trust myself to deflect
from my own attention

sex
weed
sex

smirnoff
sex

porn
sex

intimacy
 the addictions in my life’s rendition of my humanity

it’s driven me near to insanity 
many night’s

mostly when it’s dark
and the freaks come out

and they shout 
my name

sometimes sensually

and then i wake up
sex

weed
sex

smirnoff
sex

porn
sex



intimacy
 the addictions in my life’s rendition of my humanity

it’s driven me near to insanity 

i’m half wanting to write this poem so that i can say that word in 
my mind a few times..

and half hoping that if i say it enough...i’ll grind the juice out of it
so that i don’t long for its taste

it’s touch
it’s smell

so that i can ignore this voice ‘kiss...just don’t tell’...

no

sex
weed
sex

smirnoff
sex

porn
sex

intimacy
 the addictions in my life’s rendition of my humanity

it’s driven me near to insanity 
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holiness is calling

Sharp bends on an end of wire
the length of time between cold and catching fire

between
sweat glands reacting

to nature
enraptured

holiness is falling
reach out my hands and grasp

before imagination clasps
this man’s bare buttocks

before 
daydreams dare to drivel 
on his light brown locks

pulled back in one
and his muscles pulsing..as he works in the sun

holiness is falling...
reach back into my mind

try twist off of the line
sweet and shameless wine..

of painful tears.. 
undone by slight strains

a climax of
delightful stains

holiness is falling...
somewhere in the back of time...

way before the line...
a pulse was somewhat normal...

hot...
bothered but still formal

yes sir’s
before the elixirs...
i rather write this

Abba
than go against you father..
my flesh can’t want more...

I lay it all down for....
holiness is calling.
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no enthusiasm

no enthusiasm
feel anti-christian

feel hopeless
feel like i am de schism

dat kissed de Son of Man
feel stressed

like i got
no enthusiasm

for dis son who prolly all now shining
and i just ent know i blinding
people just ‘cause he is he

buh what about me
i jus feel hopeless

faith ..yes
but no love

no hope
tinking i might be better off on all my different ‘dope’

high off of nothing and low off of everything
isn’t dat wat hopelessness is like..
so how with Christ i still feel like..

dat...
makes no sense...

is best i jus give it a rest...

rest...
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Do you hear your 
self...?

Do you hear your 
self...?

The stream of words
battling against a backdrop of birds

The syllables released against invisible force
Authority flows through me

from the highest source
As it glides off my tongue

a demon stumbles
I didn’t stutter

and God never stumbles
His covenant pure..

Me.. a daughter... Yes.. I’m sure...
but who are you?

Do you hear your 
self...?

What is it saying...
Have you given in...

Who is your self slaying...

Life and death is in the power of the tongue
The word!!!

soon..
come down...

blazing...
Are you waiting...

or are you already flaming...

Who’s name are you calling?

Do you hear your 
self...?
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Uncertainty.

Under so many moods of the sky, I’ve mistook you for my self...
searching for you so I can see beyond myself..looking in faces that 

seemed pure enough to filter my own hate...that lay untouched 
beyond relief...waiting for belief in something other than my self...

those days were undeterred...unfettered physicality..morbidly 
opressed by an intangible reality....that this was not all...there was 

more...so i looked...in warm bedrooms...cold dorm rooms...hot 
disco halls...dressed to impress...the femmes in distress...belittling 

my true worth in my crawl.. internal brawl...memory come back 
to me..don’t be the haunt of me...why is this so hard for me....

Hands stuffed in my wintercoat, I stare at rainbows for signposts...
and those Sundays were always so slow...Timberlands picking a 
path in the snow to gleam satisfaction in Espanol...I don’t know 

Spanish but this feels so good..

Uncertainty.

i see her smile, and lashes blending into one beautiful glance...
her teeth are bent in the shape of night-time comforts...her 

complexion is milky..chocolate..her coy grins bend upwards at 
the corners and her cheeks flare out...her voice is low and the 
way my name slips out..it’s torture...her elegance strides away 
from me...but lord, you made this sister not for me...you made 

her for the hands of her Adam...and her golden-ness is a treasure 
too precious for my silent stares..daddy, you know me and my 

thoughts are no stranger...father, you made me...but I oft engage 
my own danger...and it aches down to my bones to serve you...

when i feel torn between...

Uncertainty.

My passion entreats her to be my guest..I cry and it beats against 
my chest and wracks my senses...I cringe in pain wishing that I 
could be torn to pieces...am doubling over trying to unfold my 
dirty creases..my mind is a slut in need of redemption from the 

spontaneous combustion of seeing her...I re-read some old poetry 
and I’m amazed at where my mind used to be so Abba I know 
you’ve done a lot for me..but these past few days have been 



sheer breathless misery..because I keep seeing her...last night...
unexpectedly...and there she goes again..I’ve been here before...

and the difference now is the presence of resistance..there’s 
something in me fighting for me...I breathe in and I know you’re 

near me...exhale and I’m so nervous..I’ve bit my nails straight 
through the past two weeks...I’ve cried till I feel weak...I know 
you’re there lord but rain describes this onslaught..there’s no 

comfort wrought even when there is no thought because i know 
how hard the fight is to surpress her essence...but the difference 

now is the presence of resistance...

Uncertainty.

The very issue seems to be what God needs to use...to free me..
but I can’t help it...in the middle of it..it just feels like uncertainty.
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rise with you

every now
again

i recognise the reflection
the shimmering 

gloss of shape bouncing 
off my tears from your light
they shock me to stillness

because it’s me in that sadness
it’s me the rebel

my death prolonging
putting

distance between 
myself

and 

love
it’s scary, you see?

you don’t?
Between myself and

those dear people who love me
between

deep wells of experience
chasms of living laughter

moments
songs
hugs

sweet kisses
touches

jokes
long tokes of conversation

help me to put aside surviving
and start thriving on living through dying 

to my wanton avoidance of love..

..and then i’ll rise with you.
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love raw



untitled

intoxicating
I soak it in

drenched in
I need you

bubbling in my...
where is it...?

don’t leave Yeshua
I commit
I yearn

to give you
...bleed you
I need you

sacrificial punctures

drained

love that ruptures
at the slightest shake

the sleeping wake
a love so alive

it seems like dementia
this...

....

never been felt
and never so deep down
from the soles of my feet

and spreads
to my crown...

Yeshua...
you own me
my Lord...

say the word
and create in me...

..the same way you did
at the beginning of history...

tear stains
dry on my face
shame drops



guilt long stopped

i inhale

the scent of your presence
never fails

to be sweet
i am weak
my knees

move towards my feet

fresh stains form
over the old

anew
my love for you

Yeshua
engulfs me..
I thank you

my life has never.. ever 
so deep down

and so lasting... 
forever...

so wordless
I’m fearless

in your presence so care-less
resting burdens
picking up grace

I’m weak..
I know why...

I’m up in your face

Yeshua
I need you..

secret place...
where you cover me

your spirit
...flows over me
and these words

...come out of me



Yeshua

the eptiome
of love...

janberry © 2007.



untitled 2

you said  ‘write you a poem’
but am I writing it to you

or to myself
because you’re in me

I hear you
I also hear the creaking of the door on its hinges

it just stopped so its quiet now
and the many ‘why’s?’ start flowing again

they rip out my head like bullets
pelting down faster and more furious than this morning’s rainfall

till my nose is snuffy
and I still don’t know why i cried

and there is still one shreaking hollow why.
I wish I understood myself more

They (the imperial they) say that everyone is the same
strangely I don’t feel that I’m like anyone else

especially when I wake up to the hammering sound of questions
And by mid-day dozens have turned into millions.

Knowing that I know of a God who has been, before, a comfort
I ask him a few of them..the ones I remember

and then somberly wait for an answer.
I still wish I understood myself more

because often times I can’t even explain myself to others
Should I have to..

is that the mandate of human interaction?
Should I forget myself altogether..

and try to understand other people
in the hopes that my destitute awareness of human existence

would finally put on some clothes...
She’s making me sick almost
parading there without a clue

a clandestine character
and sadly, I’m just like her..

still lying here..writing
haven’t even got up to stop the door from creaking.

Cloaked in appearances,
I can’t seem to get myself to peek behind myself

I feel dumb...
yea.. as in stupid



because I don’t understand why I’m even here
ultimately I know

but today,
why am I here today

yesterday I didn’t understand myself
and today is no better

except for the realization that the intellectual approach always 
fails.

There she goes again..
naked and hurting

undressed by misconceptions.
I don’t think there’s anything left to take from her..

except her mind maybe.
She wouldn’t know the difference you say.

They (the proverbial they) have taken away her joie-de-vivre..
but anyway this poem is supposed to be about me right?

..not her indecencies and her trespasses
trying to figure out life in spurts and guesses..

sometimes God I suppose I don’t get it
it’s supposed to be simple

They (the insatiable they) say that all the time..
“Life is simple..it’s we who complicate it”

so let me try again
and thank you God

the door finally  stopped creaking..

janberry © 2008



green 

green is the color of secrets unfolding
it is the language

when the wind is whispering
unseen in the flame, too tame
in the middle of the spectrum
it is the necessary transition

between
dark and light hues

green stretches between ground and sky
dying to live

then living to die...

janberry © 2009



Under the shadow of love

Under the shadow of love
I’m thrilled by your presence O Lord
Over the rainbows you send and..

through all the heartbreaks you mend...

My love for you never ends...
I will worship you

Until my dying day
I will sing for you

and echo your story

..Your life is all I want for me..

Under the shadow of your love
my fears become light 

in the dawn of my confusion
Your arms lift me from all illusion

Under the shadow of your love
I see bands of color

each display your passion for us
Daddy, forgive us...

for being in the cusp 
of your wings unknowing

but yes, I will sing
for you

and echo your story

..your life is all I want for me

...under the shadow of your love..

janberry © 2009



WHAT’S ON THE CD?

Track 1 - godcall

Ever skid and fall
cause yah thought yah was mighty and tall

lightness make you walk stronger
heaviness make you fall

cause yah keep all 
yah hurts.. building a wall

brick
by 

brick

then God call..
God call..

Ever been weak with pleasure?
gladness and joy... 

Have you ever
thought forever
could be never

without a smile in your heart...

when God call..

God call..

janberry © 2006



Track 2 - dig deeper

Do you think the Earth judges you
the way you judge others

It hurts me to see
man trod the ground

not too bothered
to dig deeper

into the soul of the Earth we walk on
stare farther than the sky we dream upon

past the rainbows that form
in droplets of watercolours

blessing us with rain
though, its easier to take out your umbrella

and fuss, “(steups)...this rain again!”
never really too bothered

to dig deeper
into the soul of the Earth we walk on

caring is too soft a virtue to earn
love is too hard a lesson to learn

how many moons gotta turn
over ‘til we remember

we got all the food we need
to feed our soul
‘til we release

our greed
we’re part of this Earth 

that lives and grows
with or without our ego...

Isn’t it a mystery how
the froth of the sea

drags sand away from the land
reclaiming

It’s a process of coming and going..
who knows where the sand 

you just walked on
went flowing..

It’s just a process
of coming and going...

So do you think, I ask again,
you have the same view of the Earth



that she has of you
Maybe she mourns the loss of a friend

until jungles grew bricks
and trees had to bend
to catch a little light

and rivers and streams had to fight
as a means to an end...

yet there she is
remembering

rekindling
recycling our air

waiting for us to hear her groans
her trembling sighs
volcanic heaving..

tsunamis of tears gushing...
in this labor, of giving

I hope you truly understand
what I’m asking

Do you give the Earth
the kind of attention
she gives to you...

For her,
your muse

recreate your inner man
that sinner man

who abuses the soul of Mother Earth...

The sound of your heartbeat...
plays chords to my feet

and I dance to you
swaying...I love you, Mother Earth...
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Track 3 - life meditation

You sit and meditate.. 
know that they’ve lied to you 

...somewhere inside of 
..you hear someone say to you
...it’s me the truth calling you... 

Come to the life.. 
Come to the life... 
Come to the life...
Come to the life...

You sit and meditate 
...about truth you’ve grown to hate.. 

while you grow to like the lies.. 
Conspiracies theorise.. 

Know yourself they chastise.. 
know what the flesh hides... 

deep beyond those blind eyes...

Come to the life.. 
Come to the life... 
Come to the life...
Come to the life...
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Track 4 - exodus

eyes closed buried deep in your engine room
headphones on

you muse on with a bottle and spoon

making a hollow noise
the music turns you off from the crowds

its an escape...
but the lyrics and the fever

make you prey for the predator

and you never consider it
never yearn to discover it

listen....life is just a moment in the midst of a continuum
everything you think you know is just an illusion

at the top of the valley
standing on the dune of the sound

and in the background
the tune digs deeper into your ground

at the point of vertigo
you slump low

the further you go
the more your thirst grows

parched and dizzy now you feel a bit crazy
legs wobbly...walking unsteady
dysphoria averts your pleasure

as far as you can measure
this is nothing but dry land

so you fall limply into the sand

it doesn’t ease, doesn’t cease
please 

take off the headphones..
then put down the beer...

and listen (and listen!)
tell me what do you hear...

its silent yet its raucous



a revolutionary ruckus
come with us
it’s an exodus 

sound energy from this spiritual synergy
I transform from a solid shattered by a liquid form
of non-chemical elements crafted out of sediments

within the accidentals
re-cover your mental

the grand composer left you notes
close your eyes again

and pause
...

it’s all over this .....earth

in the melody of the hues
sunsets that steal your blues
to craft their purple dimples

in the sky like loops and samples
come here a little closer
come here a little closer

come here a little closer
lean into the speaker

this signal is perpendicular 
to the popular vernacular

a spell that the whole world is under
do you read me...

(roger...over)

come on just give in and let go of this world of sin

its silent yet its raucous
a revolutionary ruckus

come with us
it’s an exodus

come with us
it’s an exodus
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Track 5 - my flow

My flow is getting wicked.. so I depict it...lemme tell it... a tale of 
assurance...premiums of insurance paid at the bar... pressed and 
rolled in a marijuana cigar... but dis is post war... I ain’t dying no 

more... trying no more to ignore this power so I pray for the hour 
of His will.. blowin up’..showin’ up in I.. El Shaddai.. so then now 
who am I... a nubian....new being... water covered me like Lake 
Nasser to Nubia... i’m a slave for you.. joyful that I gave to you... 

JAH!!! all of it I commit...this is legit.. real slacker turned sojourner 
and ah turning round de corner... no romantics or scholastics 

that they talked about.... but everyday I want my walking voice 
to shout ‘God is real..  alive and better than bombastic... and He 
is stretching my vibe like elastic’ ...so I just strum it.. live it..sing 
it... you will hear a love-wanting, peace-having... righteousness 
seeking.. a love-giving, peace-making.....perfection speaking to 

me...

my flow finally has some meanin’ to me...

He’s ever living, ever faithful, making me ever grateful... army life 
is what I strive for... To be a soldier is what I died to myself for ... 
I’m burning worries as I walk... when I stop, he pulls me up the 

beanstalk... and when I’m tired, he lets me stand... no weapon... 
formed against I...shall deter I from Zion... I have a role to play 
so I laugh at.. egos... every follicle of hair on my head reverbs 
with fear... listen, you will hear... but not a hand-shaking...cold 

sweating...  tears falling... wall-crawling...nervous system failing 
feeling... nahhhh....I only dealin in a... love-wanting, peace-

having... righteousness seeking.. a love-giving, peace-making.....
perfection speaking to me...

my flow finally has some meanin’ to me...

no mixin’..synthesizin’...rockin’ to the Devil’s anthem... Naked and 
incomplete, I lay His beat, shatter your teeth, eardrums catchin’ 

the rhythm... hands twitchin’.. jus raise ‘em, legs tapping in 
tandem.. fire started from friction.. waves of heat in my diction... 
flames pulsating... no temperature takin’.. got no fakin’ it...only 
Holy Spirit wakin’ it.. ‘case you missed what I’m sayin’..lemme 

whisper it - JESUS! - resonating from my plexus, He’s near to us, 
never far from us, indulging us in his mercy yet we pray to see.. 
MORE! ...question? what we here on Earth for.. if we can’t admit 



to our core.. we need God... just like guitar strings need a chord.. 
so I just strum it, live it, sing it.. you will hear a love-wanting, 
peace-having, righteousness-seeking.. a love-giving, peace-

making, perfection-speaking to me...

my flow finally has some meanin’ to me...

My flow has been injected, disseminated, re-articulated... never 
manipulated or misguided.. infiltrated or derided...you can’t 

ambush or defile this... I will resist this...rest my head on the Lion 
of Judah... constructor of divine order... master-builder ...gives 
me sand for the mortar.. fill it with greatness I was born to be 

an empire.. an entire kingdom lives in my dire neccessity to be 
an entity that is uplifted...I shall bear gifts as words I pronounce 

..denounce every ounce of fear... Satan get out my hair... I’m 
not your captive...don’t need addictive additives... I have my 

preservative..... meditative sedative...Yesus! - I inhale him from my 
plexus, he’s near to us, never far from us, indulging us in his mercy 
yet we pray to see.. MORE!... deep in our core we know what we 
came for.... we need God just like guitar strings need a chord... so 
I just strum it.. live it..sing it... you will hear a love-wanting, peace-
having... righteousness seeking.. a love-giving, peace-making.....

perfection speaking to me...

my flow finally has some meanin’ to me...

You think me weak and my future bleak because I seek, because 
I speak of Yesus... I know his wonders, I sit and ponder his 

majesty.... beyond me and before me ..behind me and within 
me...  so we await our fate.. revealing the former state of man... 
the Ethiopian ...when Yesus will return with new Jerusalem.. ...in 
Him I stand...He freed me.. so I share it so the masses will hear 

it.. hope it’s not cryptic, cause you’ve got to understand it...I just 
want to implore..seek God first, last then more and more..be like 
a baby to milk... he’ll be your cocoon like silk and protect you... 
its a precious feelin’.. that’s why I only dealin..I only dealin’ in a 
love-wanting, peace-having... righteousness seeking.. a love-

giving, peace-making.....perfection speaking to me...

my flow finally has some meanin’ to me...
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Track 6 - peace of mind

Jesus came to me, sweet and tender
to my darkness..

cleansed with water
and blood sinews to patch tha sadness

and he said ‘goodness and kindness shall follow me...all the days 
of my life’

so light it up... let’s get it hot
and do some cookin’
here in hell’s kitchen...
the law is grounded,

my roots are founded,
come on, let’s hound it….
you know you want it…

the GOOD WORD..
the good shepherd loves his herd

Without God,
I died 

...from 6 degrees of separation...
but closer now, I thirst

with ecstatic dehydration
to be filled with Him 

and live Him in my mission...
them

powers that be 
have no control over me

see, 
I used to be a mime,

now I speak 
and my heart rhymes,
not in condemnation

but with the realization
(that)
God 

is my only satisfaction...

so I rhyme

so I rhyme



I paid the Devil his tax…
preaching crazy facts

of false righteousness....
‘cause

I | didn’t |  know this.......

peace of mind

do you feel this...
do you feel this...

do you feel this...
‘cause I feel it like a fire...

taking me from ground...to ground zero,
then higher and higher....

cause in order to get lifted, 
I had to go under..

and surrender 
to God’s will..

let him hammer me with his anvil..
pound me into shape..
give what I can manage

and take what he has to take...
‘cause I live for Him,  
yea, I can explain it...

ask for sight and hearing so that you can receive it...
I’m thirstier than a camel tied to a Sahara Desert palm....
for my Yeshua, when I talk to Him, he says, “Here I Am”...

and He loves me so dearly...
I don’t have to pay dues...and I don’t need a yearly subscription...

to praise GOD...
don’t need permission 

to praise GOD…
In submission,

I say, “Yes!”... “I’ll stand with you the test”

Days had spun spiderwebs
and I was tangled up
and wanted to jump

but time wouldn’t stop!  |
waiting for

my tears to drop...
but you emptied my cup …



and you filled it with You
and you showed me who’s Boss

and you showed me you’re a true, 
living God who loves me even if you hate what I do

so I started back the pray-ing thing...
...God’s love is a patient thing...

cause if I were a God, I’d fast forward past everything...

so I rhyme

so I rhyme...

I resist idolatry
you are the only H.I.M.

Its real you keep telling me, 
so now I need to swim...

against the tide 
but you’re there 

so there’s no need to hide..
see, I remember all the things that the Devil used to whisper..
and I thought they were my own thoughts so silly me used to 

answer...
with my actions....

but I only lived a fraction 
of the truth...

but now, 
with GOD, 

the whole truth
is revealed

and everyday,
the promise is re-sealed

as peace of mind

peace of mind
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In this book, 
all my struggles 

and victories 
originate in the spirit 

realm. The armor, therefore, 
is spiritual and it is donned to war 

against the evil that rages against me. 
The life of the person following after the 

teacher, Jesus, son of God, is one who knows that 
the battle never ceases for our souls. And so, in our lifestyles, in our 

time of meditation with the Almighty, in our praise, thanksgiving, 
adoration and humbling before our God are our battles won. Live 
your life in this way and upon the battlefield of your life shall fruit 
arise from the rich and fertile ground of your emerging character.  

Janessa ‘Janberry’ Mc Kell

EPILOGUE
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